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Background

How this Rule came about
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December 30, 1989
Fiery Blast Shuts Off Power to Many New Yorkers 

By ROBERT D. MCFADDEN

A natural gas main in the South Bronx exploded in a tower of flames visible 
across the metropolitan area yesterday, killing two people and forcing a 
shutoff of power and subway service in large sections of the Bronx and 
Manhattan throughout the afternoon and early evening. 

Hundreds of thousands of subway riders were affected by a shutdown of all 
service in the Bronx and on the East Side and northern end of Manhattan, 
while the blackouts affected 77,000 households and businesses on the Upper 
East Side and 58,000 more in a wide crescent of the south and west Bronx. 

The blast was apparently ignited about 1 P.M. when a backhoe struck a 26-
inch underground main outside a Con Edison distribution plant at 132d Street 
on the East River.
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Changes Following the Accident

• In 1990 the New York Power Pool enacted a 
new Gas Burning Procedure for NYC

• Essentially unchanged by the formation of the 
NYISO & NYSRC, this rule is now LRR I-R3

– “The NYS Bulk Power System shall be operated so 
that the loss of a single gas facility does not result in 
the loss of electric load within the New York City or 
Long Island zones”
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18 years later – Same Rule
But, much has changed

Does this operating rule still 
provide for the same level of 

reliability ?
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Reliability Rules Subcommittee 
Work Scope

• Purpose – Manage the review, development and 
modification of the NYSRC reliability rules to maintain or 
enhance the reliability of the NYS Bulk Power System…

• Responsibilities include:  “Maintain and recommend to 
the NYSRC EC Reliability Rule additions or 
modifications, including LRR, on a scheduled or as 
required basis.  The process of developing new reliability 
rules & modifying existing rules, when the change is 
intended to enhance reliability, should consider 
economic and environmental implications of the 
proposed rule change”.
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NYSRC Reliability rules are for 
Planning and Operating the New 

York Power System

• There is a distinction between planning & 
operating.  LRR I-R3 addresses current 
operating procedure but does not plan for the 
future.
– An operating rule also does not consider the 

probability of the event occurring.

• The rule considers the system as it existed in 
1990 – not as it exists today after numerous 
significant changes to the system.
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Much has Changed
• Natural gas has become the dominant fuel in NYC for many 

reasons:
– A Competitive market was created

• Natural gas was believed to be cheap and abundant
– Emissions limits are more stringent

• RGGI may have implications
– Article X facilitated permitting for generators of 80 Mw or less – Due to 

lower initial costs & environmental concerns many gas turbines were 
installed

– Siting has become more difficult leading to multiple units at a single site, 
thus exacerbating the loss of gas issue

– With no central utility generation planning, fuel diversity is not achieved
– No new true dual fuel generators have been built – primarily due to 

environmental factors

• Load Growth since 1990 and retirement of oil units
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Regulatory Changes

• Following the 1989 explosion, there were major 
changes to address digging accidents

– A Central Registry now exists which addresses who 
can dig, where to dig and when to dig

• In 1997 a one-call notification system was established

• In 1994 Con Edison began installing remote 
shutoff valves on its gas system
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Minimum Oil Burn Application for 
Summer 2007 demonstrates a need to 

address the LRR

• The application of this LRR may lead to reliability 
concerns as it depends on generators which were not 
designed as traditional dual fuel units. Air permit 
restrictions limit the number of hours for oil burn.  

• Increased reliance on these units to implement the 
existing rule may lead to a new reliability concern due to 
oil burning restrictions. 

• The existing dual fuel fleet is aging
– Required shutdown of Poletti – Possibly as early as 2/1/09 
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Proper Planning Reduces 
Operating Issues

• The current Rule makes the assumption that 
there exists a feasible & sustainable operating 
system.  But, without proper planning there is no 
guarantee that the system will be able to operate 
in compliance with the LRR rule

• An operating rule must be re-visited to ensure 
that changes to system configuration have not 
rendered it inadequate to maintain reliability 

• LRR for loss of gas must be forward looking to 
ensure long term reliability at a sensible cost
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Summary

• Given changes to the electric topology and gas 
infrastructure improvements, a re-examination 
of the rule is warranted

• The rule should be reviewed, studying the loss 
of gas within the context of SRIS’s going 
forward so that dual fuel generators can be 
located where they are optimal.

– Generators would then fully know their exposure to 
MOB applications
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Next Steps

• By relying on liquid fuel as a backup, there is an 
environmental consequence.  A cost/benefit analysis 
should be conducted to determine which solution is best 
for the consumer – (a) Gas transportation system 
improvements (b) backup measures on the electric 
system or (c) a combination of both

• Study the severity of the rule itself.  Is it based on an 
unrealistic expectation concerning a gas main break?

• Revise the rule itself to add “Planned and operated so 
that the loss of a single gas facility does not result in a 
loss of electric load…”.


